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Abstract - Advances in applications and computing have led to increases in the scale complexity of overlay networks. The 
sophisticated applications in the field of high-performance com-puting have created a need to organize data structures within 
computing centers so as to benefit from advanced distributed data graphs and distributed . In previous works, we presented 
distributed data schemes which offer a storage layer on P2P networks. In this paper, we integrate our distributed data graph 
with the computational elements, which allows the dynamic updating of the data in P2P networks and this also extends the 
functionality of the distributed data scheme. In the evaluation, we compare between 4 different kinds of distributed 
computing. The procative method which called “push without timer” shows the best results, while “pull without time” 
performs worst. With our computational distributed graph approach, large scale computations in p2p networks will become 
possible. 
 

 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
All in [11] introduced an architecture for autonomic 
computing. They considered that every component of 
an autonomic system is an autonomic element 
including the computing resources, such as the 
storage system and the database. In the area of sensor 
networks, Chris et al. [12] presented a clustering 
technique for monitoring data stream in P2P 
networks. In order to extend the use of DDSs in 
distributed applications in a heterogeneous 
environment and ensure that the data is up-to-date, 
with correct function results. Also, the paper 
introduces an extension for the DDS called the 
Computational Data Element (CDE), which interprets 
and computes the DDS payload. Figure 1 shows the 
stacked ideas. A DHT stores a key to a particular 
value, for example, as in Figure 1 part a), the 
information of Bob’s IP address is published there. In 
part b) of the a DDS is shown, consisting of In recent 
years, peer-to-peer (p2p) overlay networks have been 
used in a wide range of sophisticated applications, for 
ex-ample, in the field of high performance computing 
to organize data structures within computing centers 
as well as in online social networks (OSN) such as in 
LibreSocial [1], [2], [3]. Peer-to-peer networks that 
use distributed hash table (DHTs) have been noted to 
experience the bottleneck of storage in the p2p 
applications due to single-object oriented data 
storage. In previous works [4], [5], we proposed a 
Distributed Data Structure (DDS) scheme based on 
DHTs, which consists of linked data items. The DDSs 
are basically pointer graphs in the DHT, in which the 
linked data objects contain ID information, pointers, 
and payload. Further, a DDS supports many functions 
such as StoreDDS, RetrieveDDS, ModifyDDS (Add 
Entry and Delete Entry). 
 
The concept of complex event processing and 
distributing of computational data has been used 

widely, because the ability and capacity to perform 
fast data streaming has tremendously increased. As an 
example, take a scenario of a segmentation and 
monitoring application of a sensor network where 
there are some nodes monitoring some actions, such 
as temperature, and therefore generating data, and 
another nodes performing data analysis on the 
generated data. 
 
As related work in the field of computational and 
computing system, IBM in [6] identified eight 
characteristics for auto-nomic computing 
systems/applications such self-configuring and self-
adapting management services, and afterward in [7], 
[8], [9], [10] IBM present many ideas, methods, 
challenges, and approaches for computing via IBM 
Systems. Steve et a mandatory object ID under which 
this item is stored. optional pointers to further data 
items in the DDS graph and an optional payload, such 
as an image or comment. Bob’s profile has three 
albums. The first album contains three pictures with 
its title as ”pictures”. The Computational Data 
Elements (CDE) extension for DDS is introduced in 
c). The introduction of this extension will then 
require an additional backwards connection as 
highlighted in c). The contributions of this paper are 
the threefold: 
 We introduce the concept and benefits of using 

computational elements in distributed data 
structures in detail 

 We show through simulation the performance 
character-istics of computational methods, 

 We evaluate and compare different kinds of 
computa-tional methods. 

 
This study implemented several computational 
methods such as pull-based/push-based. In both 
cases, the effect of timers on the computational 
methods were also evaluated, in particular, with and 
without timers. The remainder of the paper is 
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organized as follows: Section II presents the concept 
of Computational Data Elements in p2p networks, 
highlighting their methods clearly. Section III gives 
an overview of the evaluation methods for the 
experimental work, and section IV gives and 
discusses the results. Finally the conclusions are 
made in section V. 
 
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS FOR DDS 
 
A Computational Data Element (CDE) is composed 
of an identifier, a function over time OR a function 
over further data 
 

 
Fig. 1.Distribution methods 

 
Elements combined with links to these further data 
elements. Through the links a graph is created of data 
elements, thus a linked data graph. A CDE either has 
a value at a given time, such as, A = f(t) = 5, or is a 
function requiring further CDEs, for example B = A 
+ 5, thus composing the computational graph. 
Because the values are changing over time, for 
example, A = f(t + 1) = 6, the linked functions, in this 
case B, needs to be updated. The DDS on DHTs 
consists of linked data items and the DDSs are 
pointer graphs in the DHT, in which the linked data 
objects contain ID information, pointers, and payload. 
In this paper, we propose several mechsnisms to keep 
CDE up to date and compare them in large-scale 
Simulations.  
 

In the following subsections, the main computational 
Data element in DDSs are further discussed. 
 
A. Variables 
In this subsection we explain CDE values which are 
stored at a specific key. Simple variables are 
accessable by this key, for example the value 8 is 
stored at key1: 

 
It may also have a dynamic value over a given time 
that forms a basis for the dynamics, for example: 

 
 
B. Functions 
CDE functions are stored at a specific key, for 
example in (3): 

 
Plus (+) is a function denoting “sum up the following 
arguments”. Thus, for the case when the value of 
key2 changes over time, for example, from 2 to 3, 
then the value of key1 also should change from 4 to 
5. 
 
C. Evaluators 
To process CDE functions we implemented the 
Evluator. It hooks into the DHT sending of values. If 
a value is not a function nothing is changed. 
However, if the value is indeed a function it is first 
evaluated before sending. The following functions are 
available: 

 
key1 references on the value of key1. If we call 
get(key1) then the we will get 2. If we call get(key2) 
we will get 4, instead of the function. To retrieve the 
referenced values we first have to understand 
Subscriptions, which are described in the next 
section. 
 
D. Subscriptions 
In order to resolve the CDEs across the network, all 
required values and functions results need to be 
retrieved by a function CDE to be resolved. For that 
retrieval, many possibilities to get the referenced 
values. One possibility is to subscribe a value, so that 
the subscribing node will always get the current value 
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automatically from the responsible node. Two types 
of subscriptions are available, manual and automatic. 
Manual subscription means a subscription from the 
ap-plication. For example the user subscribes a value 
of a key and wants to get informed on change. 
Automatic subscription happens if some function 
with references is stored. Then the storing node 
subscribes the referenced values automatically. If the 
referenced nodes have referencing functions, too, the 
automatic subscription continues. To manage 
subscriptions a SubscriberList is created which is 
stored at the node containing the CDE. Hence, if a 
value stored at a node is changed, the node will 
inform all sub-scribers according to the update 
method used by the overlay. The available methods 
are described in the next subsection. 
 

 
TABLE I- Distribution Methods 

 
E. Distribution Methods 

In most cases functions need values from other 
nodes. There are multiple methods to exchange 
values between nodes as shown in Table I, illustrated 
in Figure 2 and points a) to g) in Figure 2 are 
discussed. a) 
 

1. The keys of the nodes in this example. 
2. The values of the respective functions (key2 

and key3 are connected to key1 because key1’s 
function refer-ences them.) 

3. The arrows key to differentiate the three kinds 
of com-munication messages. 

4. The process of using the subscriberList when 
pushing value with timer enabled shown in 
Figure 2)d. 

5. The process of using the subscriberList when 
pushing value with timer disabled (without 
timer) shown in Figure 2)e. 

6. The process of using the subscriberList when 
pulling value with timer enabled shown in 
Figure 2)f. 

7. The process of using the subscriberList when 
pulling value with timer disabled (without 
timer) shown in Figure 2)g. 

 
In Figure 2 d) to g), the subscriptions occure in their 
first step. For Figure 2 d), every node pushes its value 
every 2 even steps(2., 4., 6.), as the timer ticks. For 
Figure 2 e), every node initially pushes its value (step 
2). In step 3, the sending node gets an update, then 
sends the new value to the root. In step 4, the black 
node indicates a change and the new value is pushed 

after the change. For Figure 2 f), every node request 
its referenced values every 2 odd steps (1., 3., 5.), and 
receives the values in step 2 and 4. This method 
requires no management of a subscriberList and is 
less complex than the next case without timer. The 
top node needs 2 timer ticks to get its correct value 
and the needed ticks are equal to the reference depth. 
For Figure 2 g), the node requests the values 
recursively as follows. The user or the application 
requests a value or a function (indicated by the black 
node). If there is a value it is returned. But if it is a 
function, the storing node checks if there are 
referenced values. It will request them gives a 
response after all referenced values are received. 
All combinations between push, pull, with and 
without timer are listed. Push means, that the storing 
node is sending values without summon, while pull 
means that the value is retrieved actively. Without a 
timer the values are sent on demand, while with a 
timer send the values every x seconds. 
 

 
Fig. 2.Distribution methods 

 
F. Loops 
Loops occur if two functions reference each other 
[13]. For example, consider the following functions: 

 

 
 
If this occurs in a computing system, a stack overflow 
error occurs. To get key1, key2 is called and vice 
versa, resulting in looping recursive function calls. In 
the proposed model, the behavior is different. If 
get(key1), the result will be the result of 18 plus 
undefined. We can interpret undefined the following 
ways: 
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Undefined is zero: If undefined is zero, key1 is 18 
and key2 is 12 in the first round. In the next round 
key1 will be 30, because key2 is not undefined 
anymore. The two values will increase continuous. 
Such unpredictable values are seldom wanted.  
 
Undefined is processed by the function: Here the 
called function will decide what is the best way. For 
example the sum function could lead to undefined if 
at least one argument is undefined. The result in the 
loop case will be, that key1 and key2 is set to 
undefined and will not change, until the error is fixed. 
 
Undefined Is Undefined: If one argument is 
undefined, the result will be undefined. This approach 
will make the behavior of the system more 
predictable. You always can assume, that one 
undefined as argument results in undefined in the 
total result. You can make predications without 
knowing the used function. 
 
Error Detection: As already mentioned CDE loops 
are comparable to stack overflows. 
 
In the proposed model undefined values are not 
wanted. When it arises, it is treated as an error. The 
aim is to locate the error and this is done by building 
up the equivalent to such error messages. The first 
node sending an undefined value will be logged and 
every subscribing node will get a list of nodes with 
undefined values on the way, to enable contacting of 
the erroneous node to fix the problem. An example of 
such an error message is given 

 
In this section the concept, approaches and problems 
of loops and a proposed solution have been discussed. 
 
III. EVALUATION SETUP 
 
In this part of paper, the evaluation of the quality and 
cost of distributed computing with DDS is presented 
with a focus on three main metrics. 
 
Correctness ratio: In performing any kind of 
calculation measurements that includes multiple data 
sources for these functions when the sources of the 
input values have changed and yet the function itself 
did not recognize the change, errors will occur. This 
affects the correctness of distributed function. If we 
subscribe a value, it will be computed through the 
network, so the calculation is delayed by the 
communication effort between the nodes. We can 
measure the time when the subscribed value is 
correct, by checking each second if the last received 
value is equals to the correct value. Then we get the 

number of nodes that store the retrieved and updated 
value and the nodes that do not have the correct value 
in relation and calculate this as the correctness as 
percentage value or ratio. 
 
Sum of messages out: A count of the messages out 
of every node is performed, to examine the difference 
of the distribution methods. For example each timer 
method will send a message every tick, while the 
push without method will only send messages if a 
referenced value changes. 
 
Sum of initiated lookups: A count of the initiated 
lookups is done, due to the difference in the 
distribution methods. The push methods just need one 
lookup for subscription, while the pull methods 
initiates a lookup for every pull. 
 
The event-based simulator called Peerfact.KOM [14], 
[15], 
[16] is used to implement and evaluate the DDS with 
CDE so as to obtain the desired metric values. 
Peerfact.KOM can simulate various layers of a multi-
layered p2p systems such as application layer, service 
layer, data management layer, overlay layer as well as 
several networking layers. The Chord [17] DHT 
overlay was simulated. The experimental scenario 
used the Global Network Positioning (GNP) [18] for 
the networking model. Simulations were performed 
with a maximum of 100 nodes. At the begin of the 
simulations, from minute 0 to minute 8, a total of 100 
nodes joined the network. To evaluate our concept, 
we will now examine the pull with timer and without 
timer/push with and without timer methods for 
distributing the values referenced by the values. 
[17]  

 
TABLE II- Distribution Methods 

 
The simulated P2P network has 100 Peers and there 
are stored 3 functions and 2 values, called the initial 
CDEs. The value of key2 is changed during the 
simulation, this alters the initial CDEs. The 
simulation lasts 120 seconds and the timers are set to 
5 seconds, so that there are 24 timer ticks. 
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The simulation events are listed in the table II. The 
events 5 and 8, calling the get function, are just 
relevant for the pull without timer method, because it 
is the only method who acts only on user action. In 
figure 3 we can see the impact of this call at 1260 and 
at 1320 seconds. The other methods are acting on 
timer ticks or on value change. 
 
IV. EVALUATION RESULTS 
 
We present in this section the evaluation results for 
our simulations for DDS with Computational 
Elements termed. 
 

a) Correctness: In Table III the correctness ratio 
of four main distribution methods which 
namely Push without timer, push with timer, 
pull without timer and pull with timer. The 
values for the timer methods depend on the 
timer interval while the values for the pull 
without timer method depends on the call of 
the get source(key) method . The results in 
Table III and in Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show 
that all the ratio of push without timer which 
dose not depends on the call of the get method 
is the highest around 95% and this method just 
get updated if some referenced value is 
changed, so they should be always the best, 
while pull without timer where the values are 
only pulled (recursively), when it is needed, 
would have expected that this must be the 
worst. 

b) Sum of messages out: Figure 3 shows the 
activity of the 100 Peers, sorted by their 
amplitude. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the 
messages sent by using the four distribution 
methods. We can see the two with and without 
timer graphs in one diagram, and put one graph 
of the other method into it with a light dotted 
line to compare it directly. The figures show 
that pull with timer needs the most messages, 
because of sending messages on timer ticks. It 
needs even more messages than push with 
timer, because it has to actively request for 
each value. In this simulation the without timer 
(reactive and proactive) methods were the 
most effective, but there are other scenarios 
where the timer could be the best choice: If 
values change more rapidly and a result is 
needed only every ten minutes for example. 

c) Sum of initiated lookups: Figure 3(e) and 3(f) 
show the lookups in the distributed methods. 
The push methods need just the initial lookups 
for subscribing their values, while the pull 
methods need a lookup for every pull. The pull 
without timer just looks up only 2 times 
because the get function is called this often. 
The highest lookup rate for pull with timer is 
60, because every timer tick there is initiated a 
value pull. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
This paper propose and evaluate computations of data 
graphs in distributed computing, especially in p2p 
networks. The focus was on application of 
computational data graphs to the problem of ensuring 
frequent and reliable data updates in p2p networks. 
This was done by implementing four distribu-tion 
methods: push without timer, push with timer, pull 
without timer and pull with timer. Furthermore, the 
special case of many functions where each function 
influences or is influenced by another function (chain 
of functions) is highlighted and discussed. The paper 
investigates the performance and costs in a scenario 
with DDSs in a network with 100 nodes. In the 
simulation evaluations the correctness ratio for the 
case of push without a timer was the highest at 
approximately 95%, while the correctness ratio for 
the case of the pull without timer simulations was 
approximately 30%. The study shows that distributed 
methods with DDS approaches can benefit the 
creation of further p2p-based applications. 
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(a) Messages out for without timer                                                              (b) Messages out for with timer 

 

 
(c) Correctness for without timer                                                                     (d) Correctness for with timer 

(e) Lookups for without timer                                                                               (f) Lookups for with timer 
 

Fig. 3. Measurement Results with four distribution methods 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


